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DENISON BUCKET LIST
As my time is dwindling in these hallowed halls, I can’t help but reflect on my time here. I have 
been thinking about the fun I had, the difficulties I endured, and the shenanigans I did. That being 
said, there are some things that I wish I did (many of which I plan to do in this last month and a 
half). There are also many things that I am proud to have done (I will not tell you which ones I have 
completed for legal reasons).  From my lived experiences and my desired ones, I am compiled a full 
Denison Senior Bucket List. This is the ultimate guide for any and all students at Denison Univer-
sity. It would be difficult to say that you got the full Big Red experience. Without further ado, enjoy 
this complete bucket list for optimal Denison shenanigans. 

-Katie Kerrigan, Nostalgic Senior

-Set foot in every building on campus (academic, residential, and administrative)
-Watch the stars from the observatory
-Jump off the diving boards in the aquatic center
-Get drunk in an academic building 
-Ring the Swasey bells 
-Get a parking ticket (this one isn’t fun but it is hard to leave here without one of these slips 
of paper slid under your wipers)
-Successfully appeal a parking ticket
-Taking a photo in front of the Denison sign at the bottom of the hill. Extra points if you 
climb the wall and sit on top of the sign. 
-Going to the roof of at least one academic buildings
-Streaking Deeds
-Streaking the IMs
-Getting a piece of merch from all Gville businesses (Taco Dan’s sweatshirt, River Road 
coffee mug, etc)
-Take a walk or run by the Bryn Du mansion (bonus points if it is during autumn because 
that is when it is the prettiest)
-Sled down the hill behind North Quad onto the IMs
-Have a picnic on the IM tower
-Do at least one night of Naked Week (Naked Week is incredibly fun and not scary once you 
do it! Super liberating and confidence boosting!)
-Have themed dinners with roommates
-Play a round of golf (or hit the driving range) with friends (bonus points if you are ham-
mered)
-Have a picnic at Alligator Mound
-Spend an afternoon driving loops around campus
-Watch the sunset on the Beach 
-Pull an all-nighter with friends and watch the sunrise
-Get ~~funky~~ in the bullsheet office ((for bullsheeter staff only)
-Ride on the belt that takes the dirty plates in Huffman (I get Toy Story 2 baggage belt vibes)
-Stand on the giant wood vase in the foyer of Craw

***Disclaimer: Some of these can not be completed during the pandemic and 

would be in direct violation of our community care agreement***
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Staff “Made Up Animals (or maybe they are real?)” Box
What if Boss 

Baby was 
based on a 
true story?

A PENNY (OR AN EXTRA FIVE DOLLARS AN 
HOUR) FOR YOUR THOUGHTS

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

-Katie Kerrigan, Head Writer

 It’s that time for our monthly, or at this point daily, Denison controversy! In one corner we have Denny 
administration: these self-righteous bureaucrats have your money and until the 300th sub-sub-committee on 
student jobs says otherwise, they plan to keep it! In the other corner we have the dLOC: these future bureau-
crats, who already have the self-righteousness nailed down, want their money back and they’ll bicker in their 
GroupMe until they get it! If this situation was a meme it would be Spider-Man pointing at Spider-Man. 
 Just to clarify, I’m not talking about the staff that work here. Denison can afford to raise the pay and 
improve the working conditions for its hard-working employees who are essential to this school’s operation. 
Those workers deserve better and we should all be behind them. I’m also not talking about the students who 
work to pay for their tuition, some of whom are in dLOC, who understandably want a raise. But at the same 
time, wouldn’t these students benefit more from receiving better financial aid so they didn’t have to work for 
their tuition, leaving them with more time for academics and extracurricular?
 The problem with the April 9th Bullsheet article is that some privileged members of dLOC (DCGA in 
Karl Marx Halloween costumes), think they are part of some great labor struggle. Don’t compare yourselves to 
the building services workers who are trying to feed their families on little more than minimum wage while you 
go out to trash and vandalize campus every weekend, leaving a mess that those same workers have to clean up. 
Don’t compare yourselves to our fellow students who struggle to balance working to pay for their tuition with 
their academics while your pay raise will go to beer and new clothes. 
 I know the student employment system here sucks, finding a job is nearly impossible and the reporting 
system for bad employment practices is lacking to say the least. It can be better and we should fight for im-
provements but these issues are simply not as important or as impactful as problems with the wages and work-
ing conditions for the staff or the burden of high tuition on low-income students. Self-aggrandizement under the 
thin disguise of idealism will not help those who deserve better. Champion them before yourselves and remem-
ber that more money in your pocket may well mean others lose jobs and tuition goes up.

-Rowan Barnes ‘22Student Submission

These are some super random, interesting, and mildly upsetting things I have been thinking about lately. They 
live in my brain rent free and therefore now they must live in yours too. 
-Do bugs know when they are upside down?
-If you have an itch and you just never itch it, will your brain just forget about that sensation or will you keep 
thinking about it until you scratch it? But this would be hard to notice because if you are thinking about not 
itching it, then you are still consciously thinking about the itch and so it wont go away. Basically, is it possible 
to have an itch go away without scratching it?
-Do fish know that there land out there and not everything is ocean?
-Bone broth is just animal tea.....
-A lot of people died in order for us to know what fruits/plants we can and can not eat
-Rabbits can’t throw up. Imagine that. 
-How did they figure out we need to floss? like how did people realize we should run thin hair-like strands in 
between our teeth to make our gums healthy?!?! 
-Does space have a smell? When astronauts go into space, is there a particular smell like how grass or the sea 
has a smell
-If Narwhals exist, I 1000% think that unicorns did at some point too. It is lowkey a realistic animal, so why 
would someone just make it up
-What if Jurassic Park actually happened? Would you go?


